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Abstract. Explicit Substitutions (ES) calculi are extensions of the λcalculus that internalize the substitution operation, which is a metaoperation, by taking it as an ordinary operation belonging to the grammar of the ES calculus. As a formal system, ES are closer to implementations of functional languages and proof assistants, and are useful
for studying properties of such systems. Nevertheless, several ES calculi
do not satisfy important properties related with the simulation of the
λ-calculus, such as confluence on open terms, simulation of one step βreduction, full composition and the preservation of strong normalization
(PSN). The latter, which states that λ-terms without infinite reduction
sequences can only be finitely reduced in the ES calculus, is easily lost in
such extensions. In a recent work, D. Kesner developed the λex-calculus,
which is the first ES calculus that satisfies all the good properties expected for an ES calculus. In this work we present a formalization of
the λex-calculus in the Coq Proof Assistant, which is fully available at
http://www.cic.unb.br/∼flavio/publications.html.

1

Introduction

An Explicit Substitutions (ES) calculus is an extension of the λ-calculus that
internalizes the substitution operation by extending its grammar such as:
t, u ::= x | λx.t | t u | t[x/u]

(1)

where, beside the variable x, abstraction λx.t and application t u, there is a
term t[x/u] denoting an explicit substitution, i.e., a pending substitution that
needs to wait to be performed [4]. The free occurrences of the variable x in t are
bound in both λx.t and t[x/u], as usual. As a formal system, an ES calculus is
composed by a set of rewriting rules with two parts whose aim is to simulate the
λ-calculus. The first part is composed by a rule that starts the simulation of the
β-reduction, and the second part is used to explicitly perform the substitution
operation. For instance, the λx-calculus [18,19,24,5] is defined by the following
?
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rewriting system:
(λx.t)u
→ t[x/u]
x[x/u]
→u
y[x/u]
→y
(x 6= y)
(t1 t2 )[x/u] → t1 [x/u] t2 [x/u]
(λy.v)[x/u] → λy.v[x/u]
(x 6= y)
where the first rule starts the simulation of the β-reduction and the other rules
are responsible for executing, by propagating through the term’s structure, the
pending substitution operation. In this way, the β-step (λx.(x y)) z →β z y can
be simulated by (λx.(x y)) z → (x y)[x/z] → x[x/z] y[x/z] → z y[x/z] → z y.
Most of the defined calculi follow one of two approaches: the first one uses
names for declaring variables as presented in (1). The advantage of this approach is that its terms are more readable, but α-equivalence, i.e. the class of
terms modulo renaming of bound variables, needs to be carefully manipulated.
Therefore, implementations of such calculi are not straightforward. Calculi in
this family include the λx-, λex- [16], λlxr- [17], λsub- [21] and λes-calculi [16].
The second approach uses de Bruijn indexes [8] to represent variables in such a
way that each term has a unique representation and hence α-equivalence is no
longer necessary. For instance the λ-term (λx.(x y)) z is represented by (λ(0 1))1,
where the 1 inside the λ denotes the position of the variable y in a fixed context,
and the 1 outside the λ denotes the second variable in this context. Note also
that the 0 is bound by the λ while the 1 inside it represents the same variable
as 0 outside thus (λ(0 1)) 0 represents (λx.(x y)) y. Therefore, α-equivalence
is not a problem in this approach, but an algebraic manipulation of indexes is
necessary while performing substitutions. A simple example of calculus in this
approach is given by the λs-calculus [13] whose grammar, rules and an update
function upik (b) are given by:
a, b ::= n | λa | a b | a[n/b]
→
a[0/b]
 n − 1 if n > i
n[i/b]
→ upi0 (b) if n = i

n
if n < i
(a1 a2 )[i/b] → a1 [i/b] a2 [i/b]
(λa)[i/b] → λa[i + 1/b]
(λa)b

upik (λa)

→
λ(upik+1 (a))
n + i if n > k
→
upik (n)
n
if n ≤ k
upik (a1 a2 ) → upik (a1 ) upik (a2 )

In this calculus, the previous example can be simulated as follows: (λ(0 1))1 →
(0 1)[0/1] → 0[0/1] 1[0/1] → up00 (1) 0 → 1 0. Examples of calculi with de Bruijn
indexes are Cλξφ [9], λσ [1], λse [14], λsusp [22] and λws [7].
The formalization presented in this work takes advantages of both approaches:
it uses de Bruijn indexes to represent bound variables, while free variables are
represented by named variables. This framework, called the locally nameless representation, is already available in Coq and a more detailed explanation of its
advantages can be found in [6].

2

Formalizing Explicit Substitutions Calculi

In this section we present the basic notions that will be used in our formalization
of the λex-calculus1 , an ES calculus with names, in the Coq proof assistant. The
notion of terms is general and could be used for any calculus having the syntax
as in (1). In fact, the notion of terms given below is an extension of the formalization of the λ-calculus presented in [6]. Terms are defined over a signature of preterms whose set of variables is formed by the bound variables (pterm bvar), indexed by natural numbers, and named free variables (pterm fvar). Applications
(pterm app), abstractions (pterm abs) and explicit substitutions (pterm sub)
have the standard signature.
Inductive pterm : Set :=
| pterm bvar : nat → pterm
| pterm fvar : var → pterm
| pterm app : pterm → pterm → pterm
| pterm abs : pterm → pterm
| pterm sub : pterm → pterm → pterm.
Notation t1 [t2 ] := (pterm sub t u).
Terms of the λex-calculus are defined by an unary predicate over pre-terms.
The intuition is that a term is a pre-term without dangling de Bruijn indexes. We
extended the predicate term to pre-terms with explicit substitution as follows:
Inductive term : pterm → Prop :=
| term var : ∀ x,
term (pterm fvar x )
| term app : ∀ t1 t2,
term t1 → term t2 → term (pterm app t1 t2 )
| term abs : ∀ L t1,
(∀ x, x \notin L → term (t1 ^ x )) → term (pterm abs t1 )
| term sub : ∀ L t1 t2,
(∀ x, x \notin L → term (t1 ^ x )) → term t2 → term (t1 [t2 ]).
where term sub is the constructor that defines the conditions for (t1 [t2 ]) to be
a term. In this definition, the expression (t1 ^ x ) represents the term obtained
from t1 after replacing all the occurrences of the ith de Bruijn index that is in
the scope of i binders for x, i.e., all the occurrences of 0 that is not in the scope
of a binder, of 1 that is in the scope of one binder, of 2 that is in the scope of two
binders, and so on, are replaced for x in t1 . The condition x \notin L avoids
the capture of free variables by the substitution operation2 . Therefore, if
(t1 ^ x ) and t2 are terms then (t1 [t2 ]) is also a term.
2.1

The λex-calculus

The λex-calculus [15] was the first ES calculus that simultaneously satisfies all
the desired properties for an ES calculus: termination, confluence on open terms,
1
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The full formalization is available at www.cic.unb.br/∼flavio/publications.html
The details can be found in [6]

simulation of one step β-reduction, full composition and preservation of strong
normalization (PSN). It is defined by the following rewriting system
(λx.t) u →B t[x/u]
x[x/u] →Var u
t[x/u] →Gc t, if x ∈
/ fv(t)

(2)

(t v)[x/u] →App t[x/u] v[x/u]
(λy.t)[x/u] →Lamb λy.t[x/u]
(t[y/v])[x/u] →Comp t[x/u][y/v[x/u]], x ∈ fv(v)
and an equation for permutation of independent substitutions
t[y/v][x/u] =C t[x/u][y/v], if x ∈
/ fv(v) and y ∈
/ fv(u)

(3)

where the rewriting relation generated by the rules in (2) is denoted by Bx, and
by x if one considers all the rules but B. The equivalence relation generated by
the conversions α and C is denoted by e, and the reduction relation generated
by each rewriting relation modulo e specifies rewriting of e-equivalence classes
as follows:
t →ex t0 iff ∃s, s0 such that t =e s →x s0 =e t0
0

0

0

t →λex t iff ∃s, s such that t =e s →Bx s =e t

(4)
0

The formalization of α-equivalence is unnecessary due to the locally nameless
representation, as explained in the introduction. Nevertheless, the formalization
of the equivalence of terms modulo the equation (3) is not straightforward and
constitutes an important contribution of this work. The reduction relations in
(4) allow a, possible empty, permutation of substitutions before and/or after the
rewriting step, and its formalization is done in several steps as explained below.
First, we inductively define the permutation of independent substitutions:
Inductive eqc : pterm → pterm → Prop :=
| eqc rf: ∀ u, eqc u u
| eqc rx: ∀ t u v, term u → term v → eqc (t[u][v ]) ((& t)[v ][u]) .
The constructor eqc rf defines the reflexivity of eqc, i.e., of equation (3), and
eqc rx permutes two independent substitutions. The independence of the substitutions [u] and [v ] in t[u][v ] is assured by the conditions (term u) and
(term v ) because no dangling bound variable is allowed to occur in terms. As a
consequence, we have that eqc is also symmetric and transitive, and hence eqc
defines an equivalence relation. The permutation of independent substitutions
done by the constructor eqc rx requires an adjustment of the indexes of the term
t that is replaced by (& t := bswap rec 0 t), which is obtained from t after replacing each occurrence of the index bound to the substitution [u] by the one
bound to the substitution [v ] and vice-versa. This swap of indexes is formally
defined by the idempotent recursive function bswap rec.
The parallel contextual closure of eqc is denoted by the permutation of independent substitutions in any position of a term. The parallel contextual closure

generalizes the standard contextual closure by allowing applications of a reduction in parallel positions:
(∀ x, x \notin L → p contextual closure eqc (t^x ) (t’ ^x )) →
p contextual closure eqc u u’ →
p contextual closure eqc (t[u]) (t’ [u’ ])
So, in order to take advantage of rewriting facilities of Coq, we need to show
the compatibility of λex-contexts w.r.t. the equivalence relation eqc. This means,
for example, that two term applications that are eqc equivalent result in corresponding arguments are eqc equivalent. The same happens to abstractions and
explicit substitutions eqc equivalent terms. In this way, one can directly replace
equivalent λex-terms using the rewrite tactic of Coq [26]. For this purpose,
and since (p contextual closure eqc) is no longer transitive, we defined the
transitive parallel contextual closure of eqc, denoted by =e.
Finally, the reduction relation in (4) is parametrized by a relation R as follows: ∃ t’ u’ , (t =e t’ )/\(contextual closure R t’ u’ )/\(u’ =e u), where R
will be instantiated either with ex or lex.
The rewriting rules in (2) are formalized via binary predicates over the set
of pre-terms. Therefore, the rule B, here called rule b, has type pterm → pterm
→ Prop, where the first argument corresponds to the left hand side of the rule,
and the second argument corresponds to its right hand side:
Inductive rule b : pterm → pterm → Prop :=
reg rule b : ∀ (t u:pterm), body t → term u →
rule b (pterm app(pterm abs t) u) (t[u]).
Notation ”t → B u” := (rule b t u).
The system x, called sys x, is given by the remaining rules in (2). The rules
Lamb and Comp need to take into account the correct manipulation of bound
variables in t while propagating the substitution over a binder operator. In particular, the conditions body (t[u]) and ¬term u in reg rule comp assure that
the substitutions [u] and [v ] are not independent.
Inductive sys x : pterm → pterm → Prop :=
| reg rule var : ∀ t, term t → sys x (pterm bvar 0 [t]) t
| reg rule gc : ∀ t u, term t → term u → sys x (t[u]) t
| reg rule app : ∀ t1 t2 u, body t1 → body t2 → term u →
sys x ((pterm app t1 t2 )[u]) (pterm app (t1 [u]) (t2 [u]))
| reg rule lamb : ∀ t u, body (pterm abs t) → term u →
sys x ((pterm abs t)[u]) (pterm abs ((& t)[u]))
| reg rule comp : ∀ t u v, body (t[u]) → ¬ term u → term v →
sys x (t[u][v ]) (((& t)[v ])[ u[ v ] ]).
Notation ”t → x u” := (sys x t u).
The result of the (implicit) substitution, replacing all occurrences of index 0
(at the root level), of term t by a term u is written (t ^^ u).
The first non-trivial property that is proved is called full composition: it
states that the explicit substitution simulates the implicit substitution of the
λ-calculus and nothing else:

Lemma full comp: ∀ t u, body t → term u → t[u] -->ex+ (t ^^ u).
Proof. The proof is done by induction on t as in [15], but the induction principle
need to be adapted to the locally nameless notation because t is not a term in this
notation. In fact, t is a body, and hence the induction is on the body structure.
Apart from this, everything else runs as in the original proof.
The simulation of one step β-reduction is another important property of ES
calculi. It states that one step β-reduction in the λ-calculus can be simulated in
the ES calculus in a finite number of steps:
Lemma sim beta reduction : ∀ t t’, (t -->Beta t’ ) → (t -->lex* t’ ).
Proof. The proof is done by induction on t -->Beta t’ . For the base case one
has to show that pterm app (pterm abs t) u -->lex* (t ^^ u), which after an
application of rule b reduces to t[u] -->ex+ (t ^^ u), and we conclude by
lemma full comp. The inductive cases are straightforward.
2.2

Towards a Formalization of PSN for the λex-calculus

In this subsection we present the steps towards a formalization of the PSN
property for the λex-calculus, which is a desirable property for ES, but it can
be easily lost. In fact, there are many examples in the literature of ES calculi
that do not enjoy PSN, such as the λσ- [20] and the λse-calculus [10]. The first
step is to formalize a many-step strategy for x-terms that preserves λex-normal
forms, and which is used to characterize the strongly normalizing λex-terms.
Inductive many step : pterm → pterm → Prop :=
| p var : ∀ (x : var) (t t’ : pterm) (lu lv : list pterm),
((NF lex) %% lu) → many step t t’ →
many step ((pterm app ((pterm fvar x ) // lu) t) // lv )
((pterm app ((pterm fvar x ) // lu) t’ ) // lv )
| p abs : ∀ L (t t’ : pterm),
(∀ x, x \notin L → many step (t ^ x ) (t’ ^ x )) →
many step (pterm abs t) (pterm abs t’ )
| p B : ∀ (t u : pterm) (lu : list pterm),
many step ((pterm app (pterm abs t) u) // lu) (t[u] // lu)
| p subst1 : ∀ (t u : pterm) (lu : list pterm),
SN lex u →
many step (t[u] // lu) ((t ^^ u) // lu)
| p subst2 : ∀ (t u u’ : pterm) (lu : list pterm),
(¬ SN lex u) → many step u u’ →
many step (t[u] // lu) (t[u’ ] // lu) .
Notation ”t

t’” := (many step t t’ ).

The strategy above can be simulated in the λex-calculus as stated by the
following lemma. And so we proved that it is deterministic, fact that is only
stated in [15]. Both proofs are done by induction followed by inversion on the

strategy

:

Lemma perp proposition : ∀ t t’, term t → (t
Lemma det many step : ∀ t u v, term t → ((t

t’ ) → (t -->lex+ t’ ).
u) ∧ (t

v ) → u = v ).

The PSN proof for the λex-calculus relies on the fact that strong normalization can be inductively defined. The so called IE property establishes the
conditions for a term to be strongly normalizing in the λex-calculus. A term is
strongly normalizing (SN) if every reduction sequence starting from it is finite.
Therefore, the SN predicate inductively characterizes when a term t is strongly
normalizing w.r.t. a reduction relation R by assuring the existence of a natural
number n that bounds the maximum size of any reduction from t.
Inductive SN ind
(n : nat) (R : pterm → pterm → Prop) (t : pterm) : Prop :=
| SN intro : (∀ t’, R t t’ → ∃ k , k < n ∧ SN ind k R t’ ) → SN ind n R t.
Definition SN R t := ∃ n, SN ind n R t.
The PSN property for the λex-calculus is proved under the hypothesis that
IE holds. We are currently working on the formalization of the IE property, but
it is not straightforward, as shown in [15].
Hypothesis IE property : ∀ t u lv, body t → term u →
SN lex u → SN lex ((t ˆˆ u) // lv ) → SN lex ((t[u]) // lv ).
A perpetual strategy gives either an infinity reduction sequence of a term
when it exists, or a reduction sequence leading to some normal form. The theorem perpetuality states that the many step strategy is perpetual by relating it
with the SN predicate.
Theorem perpetuality : ∀ t t’, term t → (t

t’ ) → SN lex t’ → SN lex t.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the strategy many step. The IE property
is used in the base case for the rule p subst1.
An inductive characterization of strongly normalizing terms is very convenient because it simplifies proofs. The predicate ISN characterizes the set of
strongly normalizing terms in the λex-calculus. This claim is proved by the
lemma ISN prop which states the equivalence between ISN and SN lex .
Inductive ISN : pterm → Prop :=
| isn var : ∀ (x : var) (lu : list pterm),
(∀ u, (In u lu) → ISN u) → ISN ((pterm fvar x ) // lu)
| isn NF : ∀ (u : pterm),
NF lex u → ISN u
| isn app : ∀ (u v : pterm) (lu : list pterm),
ISN (u[v ] // lu) → ISN ((pterm app (pterm abs u) v ) // lu)
| isn subs : ∀ (u v : pterm) (lu : list pterm),
ISN ((u ^^ v ) // lu) → ISN v → ISN (u[v ] // lu)
| isn abs : ∀ L (u : pterm),

(∀ x, x \notin L → ISN (u ^ x )) → ISN (pterm abs u) .
The preservation of strong normalization for the λex-calculus is proved by
showing that every λ-term without infinite reduction sequences do not have
infinite reduction sequences in the λex-calculus, i.e., if a λ-term t is strongly
normalizing then it is also strongly normalizing in the λex-calculus.
Lemma ISN prop : ∀ t, term t → (ISN t ↔ SN lex t).
Theorem PSN : ∀ t, Lterm t → SN Beta t → SN lex t.
Proof. The proof is done by induction on SN Beta t, defined as follows [27]:
Inductive SN Beta : pterm → Prop :=
| sn beta var : ∀ (x : var) (lu : list pterm),
(∀ u, (In u lu) → SN Beta u) → SN Beta ((pterm fvar x ) // lu)
| sn beta abs : ∀ L (u : pterm),
(∀ x, x \notin L → SN Beta (u ^ x )) → SN Beta (pterm abs u)
| sn beta meta sub : ∀ (t u : pterm) (lv : list pterm),
SN Beta u → SN Beta ((t ^^ u) // lv ) →
SN Beta ((pterm app (pterm abs t) u) // lv ).
The full formalization follows [15] and is divided in 5 Coq files that sum up
about 4000 lines of code, excluding the framework provided by [6].
Related work There is a formalization of the λσ-calculus proving its confluence [25]. In [12], termination of both the λσ- and λs-calculus are formalized in
ALF [11]. Nevertheless, both the λσ- and the λs-calculus uses de Bruijn indexes
and do not have equations, and hence its formalization do not need a framework
for dealing with equivalence classes of terms.
The framework in [6] was used in the formalization of the full composition
property for the untyped structural λ-calculus [23].

3

Conclusion and Future Work

Formalization of ES calculi are important because they form the theoretical basis
for the implementation of functional languages and proof assistants. In this way,
ES calculi allow, as a formal framework, not only the study of properties and
further improvements of the implemented systems, but also the study of the
λ-calculus itself [3].
In this work, we presented a formalization of the λex-calculus in Coq using
a framework based on locally nameless representation [6]. In this formalization
we proved that the λex-calculus satisfies a number of interesting properties such
as full composition, simulation of one step β-reduction and that the many step
strategy, which can be simulated in the λex-calculus, is used to characterize
strongly normalizing terms. Assuming the IE property, we proved that the λexcalculus enjoys the PSN property.

As future work, we will formalize the IE property and metaconfluence, i.e.,
confluence on open terms for the λex-calculus. This will provide a complete
formalization of the λex-calculus. We will investigate whether our formalization
could be adapted to formalize other calculi that uses names instead of de Bruijn
indexes, such as the family of ES calculi that acts at a distance [21,2].
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